Outcome of session:
- Experience project management in action
- Case Study clarification

Assessment:
There are no assessable components in this studio session.

Preparation required:
Nil.

Activity 1: Data Gathering: Document Analysis and Observation
Complete discussion on Document Analysis and Observation activities from Week 3.

Activity 2: Project Management in Action
Your tutor will form you into groups of 4 or 5 students.
You will be given an activity to complete in a given time period.
During this activity, you will experience a number of classic project risks.
At the end of the activity, each group will share their experience with the class and discuss:
- how they handled the various scenarios
- what they did well
- what they did poorly
- what they would do differently in future

Activity 3: Assignment – Part 1
Hand in Interview Documentation to Studio Staff.
Get interview feedback from Studio Staff.
Receive Case Study – Detailed information from Studio Staff.
Clarify case study information with Pre-school staff if required.
Work on Assignment – Part 1.